MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC GROUP AND PARTNERS IN BRAZIL
Mitsubishi Electric do Brasil Comércio e Serviços Ltda.
Av. Paulista 1439 - Ed. Mario Wallace S.Cochrane, 7 andar,
Conj.72 e 74 - Bela Vista
São Paulo/SP - 01311-200
Phone: +55 11 4689-3000
URL: www.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/br_pt/
Sales, service and marketing of Factory Automation products and
Process Automation solutions.

Mitsubishi Electric do Brasil Comércio e Serviços Ltda.
Av. Paulista 1439 - Ed. Mario Wallace S.Cochrane, 7 andar,
Conj.72 e 74 - Bela Vista
São Paulo/SP - 01311-200
Phone: (11) 4689-3000
URL: www.mitsubishielectric.com/fa/br_pt/
Sales, service and marketing of Factory Automation products and
Process Automation solutions.

Melco Elevadores do Brasil S.A.
BR 116 KM 302,n° 16405, Bairro Bom Fim
Guaíba/RS - 92500-000
Phone: +55 51 3401-9800
URL: www.melcoelevadores.com.br
Manufacturing and sales of elevators & escalators.

Mitsubishi Electric Visual and Imaging Systems
Av. Paulista 1439 - Ed. Mario Wallace S.Cochrane, 7 andar,
Conj.72 e 74 - Bela Vista
São Paulo/SP - 01311-200
Phone: +55 11 4382-3052
URL: www.me-vis.com
Sales, service and marketing of Visual and Imaging Systems.

FAM Ar Condicionado Mitsubishi Electric
Rua Francisco Dias, 275 - Jd. da Saúde
São Paulo/SP - 04148-000
Phone: +55 11 5067-7900
URL: www.mitsubishiarcondicionado.com
Sales, service and marketing of Room Air Conditioners, Packaged
Air Conditioners and Jet Towel.

Melco Automotivos do Brasil Ltda.
Av. Paulista 1439 - Ed. Mario Wallace S.Cochrane, 7 andar,
Conj.72 e 74 - Bela Vista
São Paulo/SP - 01311-200
Phone: +55 11 4134-9292
Manufacturing and sales of Starters and Alternators for
medium/heavy duty vehicles.
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MELCO CNC do Brasil Comércio e Serviços S.A.
Parque das Arvores, Boituva-SP - 18550-000 Caixa Postal 47
Phone: +55 15 3363-9900
URL: www.melcocnc.com.br
High-tech products in CNC, spreading modern technologies and
innovations in industrial automation applied to machine tools.
MC Machinery Systems do Brasil Ltda.
Rua Amapá, 191 - 03191-160 - São Paulo - SP
Phone: +55 11 2966-3600
URL: www.mcmachinery.com.br
Expertise in every aspect of metalworking, from simple fabrication
to CNC-driven and automated manufacturing cells.

Eco Changes is the Mitsubishi Electric Group s environmental statement, and
expresses the Group s stance on environmental management. Through a wide range
of businesses, we are helping contribute to the realization of a sustainable society.

Juntos,
Criando uma melhor qualidade de vida
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ESCALATORS

VARIABLE
REFRIGERANT
FLOW (VRF)
SYSTEM

Innovative engineering ensures energy
and operation efficiency, including the
utmost reliability, durability and safety.

Commercial-use central air conditioning
system with high coefficient of
performance offers distributed airflow,
independent control of indoor units and
design flexibility for installation
variations.

BUILDING
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM

From one-off sales of elevators,
escalators, and air conditioning &
ventilation systems to complete
packages for commercial and
residential building complexes.

POWER
MANAGEMENT
METERS

Wide array of measuring devices suits
various applications, such as
quantifying, displaying and monitoring
electric power, current, and voltage.

ELEVATORS
Unique state-of-the-art technologies are
continuously introduced to improve
elevator operation and system efficiency.
VENTILATORS
- LOSSNAY

AUTOMATION /
INFRASTRUCTURE
Offering a vast range of automation and processing technologies, Mitsubishi Electric
helps to bring higher productivity and quality to the factory floor and infrastructure.
MODULAR
PROGRAMMABLE
LOGIC
CONTROLLERS
(PLCS)
From simple application controllers to
high-end automated platforms, the
comprehensive array of software tools
and networking technologies enables
seamless integration with other
automation products.

ROOM AIR CONDITIONERS

Capable of constant use in a wide
range of climates, delivering years of
durability, quiet operation, energyefficient performance.

ELECTRICAL
DISCHARGE
MACHINES

HUMANMACHINE
INTERFACES
(HMIs)
Designed to deliver maximum usability
and increase productivity, by allowing
customers to monitor information from
PLCs, CNCs, and other FA products,
and modify various data.
INVERTERS

MOTION
CONTROLLERS

Motion CPUs, stand-alone controller
and positioning modules combine to
make a lineup that offers high
performance, smaller size and easeof-use
AC SERVOSMELSERVO

MULTI SYSTEMS

Unique Lossnay heat-exchange
technologies help refresh a room's air
while leaving temperature and humidity
largely unchanged, resulting in
substantial energy savings and a
comfortable indoor environment.

Highly precise, fast processing that
expands the range of production
applications and contributes to
optimum performance.
Completa linha de produtos para manter
o espaço de trabalho refrigerado de
maneira adequada.

COMMERCIAL / RESIDENTIAL
From one-off sales to complete packages for commercial and retail building
complexes, Mitsubishi Electric has the optimal building environment and
management system tailored to your needs.
Mitsubishi Electric produces a variety of high-quality products for residential
use, incorporating cutting-edge technologies for minimal environmental
impact and contributing to sustainability.

LASER
PROCESSING
MACHINES

Unprecedented levels of accuracy and
speed for processing various materials
of virtually any shape or size.

UPS*
(Uninterruptible
Power Supply)

Precision-engineered, high quality
uninterruptible power supplies to
protect its customers mission-critical
equipment during times of power
instability

INVERTERS

The FREQROL Series general-purpose
inverters allow changes to be made to
the speed of three-phase induction
motors, freely and easily.
CNC

Mitsubishi s CNC control platforms
provides a world-known quality product
by following three major concepts:
High quality, Product reliability and
Networking capabilities.
WATER
PROCESS
SOLUTION

Integration of collection, treatment,
quality and distribution systems into a
single operational dashboard to obtain a
purified and ultra-clean water.

A variety kind of motors (rotary, linear
and direct drive motors) in order to
achieve the best machine
performance.
POWER
MANAGEMENT
METERS

Wide array of measuring devices suits
various applications, such as
quantifying, displaying and monitoring
electric power, current, and voltage.

TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEMS

Propulsion systems for railcar such
as Traction Motors, VVVF Inverters,
Controls, and other electrical
devices.

* Under BR market research

JET TOWEL

The FREQROL Series general-purpose
inverters allow changes to be made to
the speed of three-phase induction
motors, freely and easily.
UPS*
(Uninterruptible
Power Supply)

Precision-engineered, high quality
uninterruptible power supplies to
protect its customers mission-critical
equipment during times of power
instability.

LCD
DISPLAY
WALL
SYSTEMS
LCD Display Wall Systems for
emergency management centers, crises
and meeting rooms.

High-speed, low-noise hand dryers that
use "jet blasts" of air to dry hands
completely in a matter of seconds.
JET TOWEL

AIR
CONDUCTING
FANS

Maintains clean spaces with simple
installation, quiet operation and precise
temperature control features that helps to
lower initial costs and power consumption.

PACKAGE AIR
CONDITIONERS

Comprehensive lineup of products helps
to realize comfortable work space.
100

95

VIDEO WALL
SYSTEMS

High-speed, low-noise hand dryers that
use "jet blasts" of air to dry hands
completely in a matter of seconds.

A diverse lineup of highly reliable DLP
LED display cubes for command and
control centers.

AUTOMOTIVE MEDIUM &
HEAVY DUTY ALTERNATORS
AND STARTERS

Highly efficient alternators provide low-noise conversion of mechanical energy to
electricity with minimal energy loss, while some of the lightest, most compact
starters in the industry improve fuel efficiency and overall reliability.
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MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC GROUP AND PARTNERS IN BRAZIL
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